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Launching the Pathway to Flourishing Jewish Teens
Wednesday,  May 15,  2019/10 Iyar 5779 

Congregation Rodeph Sholom   7 West 83rd Street, New York    

Moving Traditions Benefit Honoring  

Alisa Robbins Doctoroff
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Alisa Robbins Doctoroff brings to Moving Traditions  

a deep commitment to Jewish education and to  

excellence, as she does for so many organizations. 

Alisa’s board service helped shape Moving Traditions’ focus on immersive Jewish  

experiences, on high quality training of Jewish educators, and on the pursuit of personal 

meaning in Jewish life. With Alisa’s strategic input, Moving Traditions expanded its  

offerings from Rosh Hodesh, a group for teen girls, to a continuum of programs for  

Jewish teens of all genders from 6th grade through high school, called the “Pathway  

to Flourishing Jewish Teens.”

Alisa’s impact extends well beyond her role at Moving Traditions. A past president of the 

UJA-Federation of New York, the Abraham Joshua Heschel School and Congregation  

Or Zarua, Alisa currently serves on the boards of the Jim Joseph Foundation, the Jewish  

Theological Seminary, Hadar, and Montefiore Medical Center.

While she is not one to seek the limelight, nonetheless Alisa generously shoulders  
leadership out of her passion for creating vibrant Jewish community. So, when we  

asked Alisa to be our 2019 honoree, of course she said “yes.”

Alisa lives in New York City with her husband, Dan, and they are the proud parents of  

Jacob, Ariel, and Jenna.
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An evening  honoring 

Alisa Robbins Doctoroff  

and celebrating the  

national launch of  

the "Pathway to  

Flourishing Jewish Teens.”

Evening Program

Welcome

Deborah Meyer, Moving Traditions Founder and CEO

Panel with Teen Group Alumni and Group Leaders 

Becky Barnett, Rosh Hodesh Alumna

Bennett Decker, Shevet Alumnus

Julia Friedman, Rosh Hodesh Alumna

Andrew Sobelsohn, Shevet Alumnus

Dana Levinson Steiner, Rosh Hodesh Group Leader

David Lieberman, Shevet Group Leader

A B’nai Mitzvah Program Experience

Hope Suttin, Moving Traditions Board Chair 

Alisa Robbins Doctoroff, Benefit Honoree  

Honoring Alisa Robbins Doctoroff 

Sally Gottesman, Moving Traditions Founding Board Chair 

Blessing    

Rabbi Daniel Brenner, Moving Traditions, Chief of Education 

Rabbi Tamara Cohen, Moving Traditions, VP, Chief of Program Strategy

Dessert 
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With your love of the 

Jewish people, you 

show that committing 

precious energy,  

tzedakah, and time will 

build a life of meaning.    

A Letter from Hope and Deborah

Dear Alisa, 

It is a pleasure to celebrate you—for all you bring to Moving Traditions and to Jewish  
communal life as an engaged participant, philanthropist, and leader. Even more—it is a  
pleasure to honor you for the way in which you lead: with vision, deliberation, discernment, 
generosity, strength, and kindness.

As someone dedicated to Jewish education and to conveying Jewish values, you set a  
beautiful example of engaged and compelling leadership. 
 
You evoke those who Margie Piercy exalts in her poem, To Be of Use. She loves those people 
“best” who “do what has to be done, again and again.” This is you, Alisa. The poem ends: 

The work of the world is common as mud. 
Botched, it smears the hands, crumbles to dust. 
But the thing worth doing well done 
has a shape that satisfies, clean and evident. 
Greek amphoras for wine or oil, 
Hopi vases that held corn, are put in museums 
but you know they were made to be used. 
The pitcher cries for water to carry 
and a person for work that is real. 

With your love of beauty and your love for the Jewish people, you demonstrate to us—and to so 
many people in so many Jewish communal organizations—the value of committing your precious 
energy, tzedakah, and time to building Jewish life, which in turn becomes a life of meaning. 

Thank you for inspiring us by your example and for helping to build Moving Traditions into  
the organization it is today. 

With love and admiration, 

 

Hope Suttin 
Board Chair   

Deborah Meyer  
Founder and CEO 
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In these challenging 

times, we are so  

fortunate to have  

your leadership,  Alisa.

Dear Alisa,  

It is a great honor to co-chair this year’s Moving Traditions Benefit, which recognizes your  
critical contribution both to the organization and to promoting Jewish identity and values. 

Moving Traditions impact can be seen across its programs, which have inspired 21,000 teens 
and trained 1,600 adults as mentors. Its innovative approach has delivered an increased sense 
of Jewish connection to participants, to their peers, and to the community. Our future Jewish 
teens are so fortunate to have you as a leader at Moving Traditions to support them.  

Slingshot notes that Moving Traditions “trains Jewish educators to draw on ancient Jewish 
wisdom and the latest in adolescent psychosocial development to help teens explore their 
identities and ethics, communicate face-to-face, and build healthy relationships. To make sure 
it reaches teens wherever they are (even in the summer), Moving Traditions partners  
with congregations, camps, and other Jewish institutions to train staff and professionals.  
Their work emboldens teens by fostering self-discovery, challenging sexism, and inspiring  
a commitment to Jewish life and learning.” 

I cannot think of a more perfect honoree for this evening's gala. Your deep commitment to 
Jewish education and promoting Jewish identity in our communities is notable. Your mark can 
be seen in your extensive communal engagement. You are sought after by so many important 
organizations as a thought leader; your wisdom moves the agenda forward.  

It was a great pleasure and privilege for me to work alongside you for so many years. I have 
learned so much from you, witnessing first-hand your deep knowledge, tireless commitment, 
integrity and smarts. You rise to every occasion and are always available when called upon.  
In these challenging times we are so fortunate to have your sound, informed, thoughtful  
leadership serving both this and so many other important communal endeavors.  

I raise a toast to you! 

Linda Mirels  

A Letter from Linda Mirels
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You have so many  

wonderful and admirable 

qualities: wisdom,  

humility, fairness,  

caring, and a deep  

sense of responsibility.

	

	 	 	
	

Dear Alisa, 
 

I want to congratulate you on the great honor you are receiving from 
Moving Traditions. Having worked with you as a fellow Director (and 
classmate) at the Jim Joseph Foundation for many years, I have 
witnessed firsthand your passion, commitment and drive to strengthen our 
Jewish community, build the next generation of leaders, engage the 
unengaged, craft strong Jewish identities, and inspire others to live vibrant 
Jewish lives. 

 
I have had the privilege of seeing you dive into complex problems, 
generate new ideas and opportunities, and build consensus among your 
colleagues about new pathways that enable others to reach new heights 
in Jewish education, leadership development, and Jewish experiences 
You have been a role model to so many of us. 

 
Most importantly, I have been so fortunate to work alongside you and be 
inspired by who you are as a person. You have so many wonderful and 
admirable qualities that exemplify the values that we hold so dearly as a 
Jewish people:  wisdom, humility, fairness, caring, and a deep sense of 
responsibility. 

 
I know that this wonderful recognition is simply a thimble of praise in the 
ocean of what you deserve for all of the incredible time, energy, dedication 
and resources that you pour into our Jewish community and beyond.  I 
look forward to your upcoming leadership as the new Chair of the Jim 
Joseph Foundation and our continuing work together to make the world 
and our Jewish community a much better place. Mazel Tov Alisa! 

 
Very Warmest Regards, Dan 
 

 
 
Dan Safier 
Chair, Jim Joseph Foundation 
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You cannot know how 

much your values 

have burrowed down 

into our very beings.

A Letter from Alisa’s Children

Mom — Hi!

Everyone is here tonight to celebrate the contributions you have made to Moving Traditions — 
and to the Jewish community more widely. And as your children, we have had front row seats 
to your devotion to the work you do.

It’s a familiar sight — you, at the computer or sitting on your bed late at night, reading up on  
a meeting you have the next day. You are nothing if not prepared.

The three of us have also been on the receiving end of a few (very long) emails or text  
messages, detailing a camp you’ve just visited or an inspirational woman you’ve just met,  
your excitement or concern radiating through the screen.

And best of all, we’ve also seen, in person, how incisive your questions are, how thoughtful 
you are in coming up with solutions, and how much respect there is for your opinions.

Because you don’t just affirm or reject, you dig in. For you, this isn’t about being a passive 
observer or a rubber stamp, it’s about doing the work to make things better for people both  
in the Jewish community and outside of it.

You are relentless in your pursuit of that goal, an endless well of support, always ready to  
take on something new. No matter how busy you are, there is always another organization 
worth joining.

Sometimes we say that your parents affect you — whether they do everything right or  
everything wrong. We’re lucky enough to be in the first category. You cannot know how much 
your values have burrowed down into our very beings. We can only hope that one day, we  
can have even half of the impact you’ve had. Not that you’re a particularly  easy  act to follow!  
We admire you. We love you. And we are so, so proud of you.  
 
Love,

 
Jacob  Ariel  Jenna
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Teen Group Alumni 

Becky Barnett 

Becky Barnett is a graduate of Cornell University, and currently conducts 
clinical research in women’s health and infectious disease at Albert Einstein 
College of Medicine.  Becky grew up in Armonk, NY where she attended 
Temple Sharaay Tefila of Bedford and participated in Rosh Hodesh through 
12th grade. She lives in Manhattan and enjoys hiking, photography, tutoring 
and exploring NYC. Her Rosh Hodesh group still gets together once a year  
at Thanksgiving. 

Bennett Decker 

Bennett Decker is a junior in the Joint Program between the Jewish 
Theological Seminary and Columbia University. Bennett hails from the city 
of Brotherly Love, Philadelphia, PA where he first got involved in Shevet. He 
currently studies Political Science and Talmud, as he is unsure whether he 
wants to be Abraham Joshua Heschel or Joshua Lyman after college.   

Julia Friedman 

Julia Friedman is a freshman at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.  From 
Park Slope, Julia participated in Rosh Hodesh at Congregation Beth Elohim 
from 6th grade through 9th grade, and served on Moving Traditions’ Rosh 
Hodesh Youth Advisory Council.  She is looking forward to a few weeks at 
home before she heads to Camp Schodack this summer to be a group leader. 

Andrew Sobelsohn 

Andrew Sobelsohn is a senior at Columbia University, double-majoring 
in History and English. Born and raised on the Upper West Side, Andrew 
attended Shevet at Congregation B'nai Jeshurun from middle school to 
early high school. Next year, he looks forward to pursuing a Master of Arts 
in Middle Eastern Studies at Tel Aviv University on a Fulbright Fellowship.  
Outside of his studies, Andrew is the lead guitarist and vocalist for Patches,  
a student-led folk-rock band. 

Group Leaders 

David Lieberman 

David Lieberman is a graduate of Vassar College, and an Emmy-winning 
editor and story producer of documentary films and television. His 
feature documentaries include: Magic Camp, We Could Be King, 
Keepers of the Game, and Don't Be Nice. David is a Shevet group leader 
at Congregation B'nai Jeshurun in New York City. He has been leading 
groups for Moving Tradition for eight years and has trained other Shevet 
leaders across the country as part of our training conference faculty. He 
is grateful for the opportunity to connect with Jewish youth and youth 
educators, and for the mentorship of Rabbi Daniel Brenner. 

Dana Levinson Steiner 

Dana Levinson Steiner is Director of ACCESS Global at AJC, where she 
oversees an international program to engage young professionals 
through transformative leadership development. Dana holds a B.Ed. 
from McGill University, an M.A. from the Jewish Theological Seminary, 
and is currently pursuing a Ph.D. in education and Jewish studies from 
NYU.  Dana sits on the board of the Jewish Women's Foundation of New 
York. She served as a Rosh Hodesh group leader at Temple Israel Center 
in White Plains, NY, as well as the 92nd Street Y, and wishes something 
like Moving Traditions had existed when she was a teenager.

Panelist Bios
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Center of Attention Resources: 

introvert/extrovert quiz I do not like spending time by myself. 

1 2 3 4 5
Disagree Agree

On a weekend, I would rather attend a big party than spend a quiet night with a couple of friends.

1 2 3 4 5
Disagree Agree

I prefer working as a team to working alone.

1 2 3 4 5
Disagree Agree

I have no problem with big crowds and noise.

1 2 3 4 5
Disagree Agree

When talking to others, I usually say what’s on my mind as soon as it pops into my head.

1 2 3 4 5
Disagree Agree

Our B’nai Mitzvah program guides 6th  
and 7th graders and their parents to better 
understand themselves as they prepare for 
the coming of age ceremony. The in-class  
session "Center of Attention" includes an 
Introvert/Extrovert quiz, which asks pre-teens 
to measure themselves along a scale of these 
two personality types. Are they energized by  
being the center of attention? Do they  
find it draining? Or are they somewhere in 
between?  Please take this short quiz to  
see where you fall. 

 
Answer Key

Fourteen or below? You are introverted.  
Spending time around a lot of people can 
make you feel drained and in need of time to 
recharge. You thrive when you have time to 
think through your ideas before expressing 
them to others.

Fifteen and up? You are extroverted. You  
gain energy from spending time around  
other people. You thrive most when you  
are given  time to talk about your ideas  
with others.



Moving Traditions encourages pre-teens to embrace the  

spotlight during their b’nai mitzvah. In the session  

"Center of Attention," we introduce pre-teens to the Hineni 
prayer (on the right), which cantors often recite during High 

Holidays to express their trepidation at representing the  

Jewish community in penitent prayers. 

The pre-teens are asked to focus on the word Hineni, which 

means “Here I am,” and to rewrite the prayer in their own 

words.  In this way, they create their own personal ritual for  

the morning of their b’nai mitzvah, to help them be present 

and prepared for their service and celebration.  Please use the 

card on the next page to create your own ritual for situations 

where you are called on to be the center of attention. 

10

Hineni: Here I Stand

Here I stand, impoverished in merit, trembling in the 
presence of the One who hears the prayers of Israel. 

Even though I am unfit and unworthy for the task, 
I come to represent Your people Israel and plead 
on their behalf. Therefore, gracious and merciful 

Adonai, awe-inspiring God of Abraham, Isaac, and 
Jacob, of Sarah, Rebecca, Rachel, and Leah, I pray 

that I might successfully seek compassion for myself 
and those who send me.

You, who responded to Moses, saying, “I will be there 
with you, in the way that I will be there  

with you,”…because you listen to prayer with  
compassion, praised are You who hears prayer.

Hineni.  
Here I am.

10

Note: This is an adaptation of a traditional r’shut (permission) prayer developed in 
the 16th century by an unknown author and used commonly in Eastern Europe. The 
prayer has been adapted to the possibility of a leader who uses masculine or feminine 
pronouns. It has also been adapted to include alternating masculine and feminine 
language to address God. See more in Mahzor Lev Shalem; Ed Feld, editor; 
Rabbinical Assembly, 2010.
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Before I  

I will
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Thank you for honoring  

Alisa Robbins Doctoroff 

and supporting the work 

of Moving Traditions. 

Visionary

Alisa and Dan Doctoroff*

Jacob, Ariel, and Jenna Doctoroff 

Sally Gottesman*^

Sheryl and Chip Kaye

Michael Lowenstein

Linda Mirels* and Wendy Fisher

Shonni Silverberg and John Shapiro

Changemaker

Anonymous 

Ariela Dubler*

Carol and Roger Einiger

Lori Perlow and Dan Kadish

Dan Safier*

Hope and Adam Suttin

Esther Safra Szajman and  
Claudio Szajman

Leader

Steven and Shelley Einhorn & Stacy  
Einhorn Helfstein and Jason Helfstein

Builder

Madelyn Bucksbaum Adamson 
and Allen Adamson

Joshua Arnow and  
Elyse Arnow Brill

Georgette Bennett and  
Leonard Polonsky

Rabbi Darcie and Jonathan Crystal

Eric and Tamar Goldstein

Elizabeth and Steve Gruber

Beth and Seth Klarman

Sheila and Bill Lambert

Steve and DeeDee Lovell & Barry 
Lovell and Ellen Reinheimer

Jennifer Weis Monsky and  
Jon Monsky

Lori and David Moore

Suzanne Peck and Brian Friedman

Richard and Jennifer Schifter

Jeffrey^ and Jennifer Schwarz

Wendy Weil Schwarz

Cindy and David Shapira
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Creator
Anonymous 

Shari and Jeff Aronson

Rabbi Carole Balin and  
Michael Gertzman

Lauren Schor Geller and  
Martin Geller

Dorian Goldman and  
Marvin Israelow

Katja Goldman and  
Michael Sonnenfeldt

Julie and Joel Greenblatt

Jane and Daniel Och

Debra Pell 

Tina and Steven Price

Renée Sackey

Charles and Lynn Schusterman  
Family Foundation

Jeff Schoenfeld

Steven and Farrel Starker

Esta Stecher

Lizzie and Jonathan Tisch

Jane and Mark Wilf

Innovator 
Susanna Lachs Adler and Dean Adler

Brenda Berry and Jonathan Lopatin

Joel and Ulrika Citron

Abby Joseph Cohen and David M. Cohen

Barry Finestone

Martine and Stanley Fleishman

Betsy Gidwitz

Cindy and Bennett Golub

The Harold Grinspoon Foundation

Winnie Sandler Grinspoon and  
Steven Grinspoon

Dr. Julie Herman Hirschfeld and  
Thomas Paul Hirschfeld 

Carol Joseph

Rabbi Lori Koffman

Jennifer and Greg Lyss

Kathy Manning and Randall Kaplan

Marti Meyerson and Jamie Hooper

Nancy and Morris Offit

Heidi and Richard Rieger 

Marcia Riklis and Michael Kessler

Rachel Ringler and Seth Siegel

Judy and Arthur Robbins

Leslie and Ricardo Salmon

Ellen and Richard Sandler

Elizabeth H. Scheuer and Peter A. Joseph

Jodi Schwartz and Steven Richman

Susan and Scott Shay

Tara Slone-Goldstein and Wayne Goldstein

Geula and Josh Solomon

Molly and Bobby Zuker

Supporter
Debbie and Glenn August 

Staci and John Barber 

Giti and Jack Bendheim

Karyn and Charles Bendit

Amy and Robert Bressman

Miriam Caslow and Emily Gindi 

Marc and Michelle Gary

Linda Gerstel and Edward Joyce 

Laurie and Stephen Girsky

Rabbi Shirley Idelson and Alexis Kuhr

Nancy Kahn and Manny Friedman

Beth and Jonathan Kern

Rabbi Dena Klein and  
Dr. Jonathan Harris

Evie Klein and Bob Owens

Lois Kohn-Claar and Gary Claar

Carol and Jerry Levin

Liz Neumark and Chaim Wachsberger

Sharon L. Schneier and  
Clifford Brandeis

Sarene Shanus and Harold Treiber

Bryna Shuchat and Joshua Landes

Dorothy Tananbaum

Rabbi Robyn and Mark Tsesarsky

Patricia and Mitchell Udell
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Mentor
Karen Adler^ and Laurence Greenwald
Shifra Bronznick^
Marilyn Einstein and Steve Sim 
Elyse Everett* and the Weidhorn  
Family Foundation
Jan and Andy Groveman
Shelly and Howard Kivell
Leifer Family Fund/Alan and Marcia Leifer
Adriane Leveen and Arnold M. Eisen
Deborah Meyer 
Ellen de Jonge Ozeri and Zion Ozeri
Aaron and Arlene Priest 
Steven Rotter 
John Ruskay and Robin Bernstein
Barbara Salmanson
Sheila and Daniel Segal
Richard and Betsy Shuster 
Lisa Silverstein and Tal Kerret 
The Alan B. Slifka Foundation 
Jen and Bart Sokol

Friend
Mimi and Barry Alperin
Madeleine and David Arnow
Robert Bank and Alan Cohen
Judy Baum
Pearl Beck and David Fisher
Talya Bock
Beth Brenzel
Lynda and Jeffrey Bussgang
Allison Chernow
Elaine Shizgal Cohen
Susan and Bill Firestone

Cheryl Fishbein and Phil Schatten 
Harman Grossman 
Emeri and Brad Handler
Ruth Jarmul and Irvin Rosenthal
Donna Jakubovitz
The Jewish Women's Foundation of New York 
Karen and Jay Kasner
Susie Kessler and Peter Geffen 
Andrew and Jacqueline Klaber
Jonathan Krasner and Frank Tipton
Mirm Kriegel and David Bryfman
Lynn K. Kroll
Rabbi Neil and Alisa Rubin Kurshan
Amber Lane
Nina Lehman
Rachel Levin
Shira and James Levin
Alan Levine
Shelley Levine and Larry Schwartz
Alissa Makower
Michael J. Markovits
Ruth W. Messinger
Sara Nathan and Joel Kazis
Gail Norry 
Judith Stern Peck
Cindy Rosenthal
Roni Rubenstein
Suzanne Schecter 
Daniel Septimus
Roanna and Morris Shorofsky
Julie Sissman and Phil Richter
Rachel Weinstein and Jason Pizer
Diane and Howard Wohl

*  Benefit Co-chair   ^ Former Honoree  



Moving Traditions Board 

Hope Suttin, Board Chair 

Rabbi Dena Klein, Vice Chair 

Bobby Zuker, Treasurer 

Sheryl Kaye, Secretary 

Madelyn Bucksbaum Adamson 

Rabbi Darcie Crystal 

Elyse Everett 

Rabbi Shirley Idelson, Ph.D. 

Jonathan Krasner 

Mike Markovits 

Lori Perlow 

Renée Sackey 

Deborah Meyer, Founder and CEO

Sally Gottesman, Founding Board Chair

Moving Traditions Staff 
Jennifer Anolik, Curriculum Manager 

Pamela Barkley, Director of Educational Training 

Eve Berger, Philadelphia Director 

Rabbi Daniel Brenner, Chief of Education 

Robin Cohen, VP, Chief of Finance and Operations 

Rabbi Tamara Cohen, Interim VP, Chief of  
Program Strategy 

Jillian Finkelstein, Development and  
Communications Specialist 

Sarah Fox, Senior National Program Manager 

Stephanie Freedman, Education  
Program Manager 

Lisa Gersten, Chief of External Relations 

Laura Hyman, Boston Director 

Robyn Kotzker, Director of Operations  
and National Counsel 

Jennifer Kraft, Colorado Director 

Special Thanks 

Moving Traditions would like to thank the following for their contributions to our Benefit: EK Productions; Fluent Imagery; Amber Lane, MOD-Lab; Deena Parnass Kleinman; 

Philly Custom DJ; Pride Caterers; Congregation Rodeph Shalom; Shelley Silver 

Moving Traditions Board and Staff

Lisa Alter Krule, Chicago Director 

Lyn Manus, Finance Specialist/ 
Office Manager 

Adalis Marrero, Controller 

Deborah Meyer, Founder and CEO 

Brian Mono, VP, Chief of Advancement 

Adam Oded, Development and  
Communications Manager 

Julia Papiyan, Manager of  
California Programs 

Alisha Pedowitz, California Director 

Ben Schindler, Chief of Program 

Elizabeth Kaufman Taylor,  
Database Administrator
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Our Impact
Moving Traditions believes it is critically important for the Jewish community to help teens navigate  
the world at this time of cultural upheaval and polarization so they will thrive as healthy, ethical, and 
Jewishly connected people.
 
However, while a majority of Jewish teens will become b’nai mitzvah, most drop out of Jewish life soon 
after, leaving the Jewish community at a critical stage, just when they are figuring out who they are and 
how to behave in a society that often dictates narrow and unhealthy gender roles and ways of dealing 
with differences.  

Moving Traditions connects the issues teens care about most—such as body image, friendship, social  
and academic pressure, romance, and sexuality—to enduring Jewish values, fosters positive peer-to-peer 
relationships through our trained educators and mentors, and inspires participants to develop an  
ongoing connection to Jewish community.  By promoting a more inclusive and expansive view of gender 
for Jewish girls, boys, and transgender and nonbinary teens, we create a more vibrant, engaging  
Judaism that helps all teens to flourish. 

Established in 2005, Moving Traditions launched with a Teen Group program for girls, Rosh Hodesh, and 
has since created Shevet for boys and Tzelem for transgender and non-binary teens. Our new B’nai  
Mitzvah program helps 6th and 7th graders and their parents develop strong communication and  
empathy through a tested curriculum, and the Carol Lowenstein Moving Traditions B’nai Mitzvah Training 
Institute which prepares clergy and educators to lead meaningful, Jewish conversations to help families 
navigate this important “coming of age” celebration. Together, the Moving Traditions B’nai Mitzvah  
program and Teen Groups comprise the "Pathway to Flourishing Jewish Teens". 

Our latest training initiative, CultureShift, prepares camp leaders to train their counselors and staff to 
eradicate sexism, sexual harassment and assault at camp, and to foster safety, respect, healthy relation-
ships and equity.
 
To date, Moving Traditions has emboldened 23,000 teens, trained 1,850 adults as B’nai Mitzvah program 
leaders and Teen Group mentors, and partnered with more than 400 congregations, JCCs and other  
Jewish entities across North America.  We operate six staffed regions in Boston, Chicago, Denver, Los 
Angeles, New York, and Philadelphia.  

As a result, with your support, Moving Traditions is helping more pre-teens and teens find meaning  
and connection in Jewish life. 

Our Mission

Moving Traditions  

emboldens teens  

by fostering  

self-discovery,  

challenging sexism,  

and inspiring a  

commitment to  

Jewish life  

and learning. 

Moving Traditions  
8380 Old York Road, Suite 4300  
Elkins Park, PA 19027 
215-887-4511 
movingtraditions.org


